Mobile App Instructions
Your Inhaler and Mobile App
• The inhalers in the Digihaler family have sensors that
are built into the electronic module on top of the
inhaler (see Figure A)
The sensors in the module
○ Track your inhaler events (recorded in the app
as Good Inhalation, Fair Inhalation, Low or No
Inhalation recorded within 1 minute of cap open,
Exhalation, and Possible Air Vent Block)

Mobile app
Electronic
module

○ Measure inhalation airflow, which is the amount of
effort for each inhalation. It is recorded as liters per
minute [L/min], and tells you how you are inhaling
• There is also Bluetooth® wireless technology built into
the module so that the information from your inhaler
can be sent to the mobile app (see Figure A)
○ Your inhaler events will be captured in the app
any time your inhaler is connected. The electronic
module stores your inhaler events as they happen

Figure A

○ Bring your inhaler(s) within range of your smartphone
regularly, with Bluetooth on and the app open, to
update your app with the latest inhaler information
• You don’t need the app or need to be near your
smartphone in order for your inhaler to deliver medicine

APPROVED USES FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
PROAIR® DIGIHALER® (albuterol sulfate) Inhalation Powder is a prescription medicine used in people 4 years
of age and older to:
• treat or prevent bronchospasm in people who have reversible obstructive airway disease
• prevent exercise-induced bronchospasm

APPROVED USE FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• AIRDUO® DIGIHALER® (fluticasone propionate and salmeterol) inhalation powder is a prescription
medicine used to control symptoms of asthma and to prevent symptoms such as wheezing in people
12 years of age and older.
• ARMONAIR® DIGIHALER® (fluticasone propionate) inhalation powder is a prescription medicine for the
long-term treatment of asthma in patients 12 years and older.
• AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND ARMONAIR DIGIHALER are not used to relieve sudden breathing problems
from asthma and won’t replace a rescue inhaler.
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Downloading Your Digihaler App
• In order to use the app, you will need to download and install it on your smartphone.
An Internet connection is required to download the app
• Search for “Digihaler” in the App Store® or Google Play™
• Download the free app
• You may need to update the Digihaler app when newer versions are available

Sign Up and Log In
Once you have installed the app, you will need to:
Create an account or login. You will need an Internet connection
to do this.
• After downloading the app, tap “Get Started” on the Welcome Screen
• Enter your date of birth and accept the Terms of Use and Privacy Notice
to continue
○ You must be 18 years or older to create an account
• You will then be asked for permission to use “amazonincognito.com”
to redirect you to Teva’s authentication server, for authentication
• If you already have an account, you can log in or tap “Need to Sign Up?”
to create a new account (see Figure B)
• Lastly, you need to select the patient who will be using the app
○ You can select yourself or add a “Teenage Profile” for your dependent
○ To add a “Teenage Profile,” you will need to specify the first and last
names of the teenager and their date of birth

Figure B

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• Do not use PROAIR DIGIHALER (albuterol sulfate) Inhalation Powder if you are allergic to albuterol
sulfate, lactose, milk proteins, or any of the ingredients in PROAIR DIGIHALER. Ask your healthcare
provider if you have any questions or are not sure

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• AIRDUO DIGIHALER contains salmeterol. Long-acting beta2-agonist (LABA) medicines such as
salmeterol when used alone increase the risk of hospitalizations and death from asthma problems.
AIRDUO DIGIHALER contains an inhaled corticosteroid (ICS) and a LABA. When an ICS and a LABA are
used together, there is not a significant increased risk in hospitalizations and death from asthma problems.
• Do not use AIRDUO DIGIHALER or ARMONAIR DIGIHALER to treat sudden breathing problems
from asthma. Always have a rescue inhaler with you to treat sudden symptoms.
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Getting Started With Your Digihaler App
Pair your inhaler with the app
• You can scan your inhaler by tapping on “Set Up a Digihaler.”
Align the QR code on top of your inhaler behind your smartphone
so you can see the QR code in the yellow square on your screen
(see Figure C)
○ The first time you attempt to scan an inhaler, you will receive
a message asking for permission to use the camera
Name your inhaler
• You can choose one of the names from the list or create your
own name
• The app will then show the confirmation screen, which will alert
you that your inhaler is registered and ready to use
○ For AirDuo Digihaler and ArmonAir Digihaler: You will also be
informed about the default reminder times (8AM and 8PM).
You can change these reminder times in Notification Settings
• You can add other inhalers at the end of the onboarding walkthrough,
which takes place the first time you use your app (see page 4)

Figure C

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• Before using PROAIR DIGIHALER, tell your healthcare provider about all of your medical conditions,
including if you:
○ have diabetes
○ have heart problems
○ have low potassium levels in your blood
○ have high blood pressure (hypertension)
○ are pregnant or planning to become pregnant
○ have convulsions (seizures)
○ are breastfeeding or planning to breastfeed
○ have thyroid problems

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• Do not use AIRDUO DIGIHALER or ARMONAIR DIGIHALER if you have a severe allergy to milk proteins or if
you are allergic to any of the ingredients in the product. Ask your healthcare provider if you are not sure.
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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The Digihaler App Home Screen
On the Home Screen, you will see the following (see Figure D):
Notifications: All notifications
regarding your inhaler will be
displayed on the top of this screen.

Digihalers Connectivity icon:
Tapping on this icon will present
a list of all your inhalers and their
connectivity status.

Greeting and Date: A greeting
with your name will be displayed
along with the date. It will also
show your current location (if
permission was given to do so)
and last updated time.

Environment and Weather
information: The Home
Screen will present the default
choices – Temperature, Air
Quality, and Total Pollen
Count – unless you specify
which weather elements you
are most interested in
during onboarding.

Medication-specific Information
for AirDuo Digihaler or ArmonAir
Digihaler: This section will
display the number and time of
scheduled and recorded AirDuo
Digihaler or ArmonAir Digihaler
events for that day, if at least
1 inhaler was scanned.

Medication-specific Information
for ProAir Digihaler: This section
will display the number of ProAir
Digihaler events for that day, if at
least 1 inhaler was scanned.

Daily Self-Assessment: This
section will allow you to select the
face that best represents how you
are feeling that day.

Digihalers and Safety navigation
icon: Tapping on this icon will
show all paired inhalers with their
given names, connectivity status,
strength, and support materials.
You can also add other inhalers in
this section.

Data navigation icon: Tapping
on this icon will display all your
historical data.

Profile navigation icon:
Tapping on this icon will present
a menu with options to add a
Healthcare Program, view or
change notification settings,
and reach customer support.
Figure D

Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Digihaler Support Menu
In the Digihalers and Safety Screen, each of your paired inhalers will have a link to a Support page.
The Support page will include the following (see Figure E):
Instructions For Use: See
information on how to use
your inhaler.

Instructional Videos: Takes
you to a selection of videos
for your inhaler.

Frequently Asked Questions:
View answers to frequently asked
questions about your inhaler.
Website: Tapping this
option will take you to
the website.
Approved Uses and Important
Safety Information: See the
Approved Uses and Important
Safety Information for your inhaler.

FCC Regulatory Information:
View regulatory information
for your inhaler.

Prescribing Information:
See Prescribing Information
for your inhaler.

Figure E

Illustrated here with ProAir Digihaler
but also applies for AirDuo Digihaler
and ArmonAir Digihaler.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take, especially:
○ other inhaled medicines or asthma medicines
○ beta blocker medicines
○ diuretics
○ digoxin
○ monoamine oxidase inhibitors
○ tricyclic antidepressants

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• Do not use AIRDUO DIGIHALER or ARMONAIR DIGIHALER more often than prescribed.
• Do not take AIRDUO DIGIHALER with other medicines that contain a LABA for any reason.
• Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take and about all of your health conditions.
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Feedback and Notifications
There are several notifications you may see, based on your inhaler events. They will appear as pop-ups on
your screen if your app is open. Some will appear as background notifications if your app is closed.
View when app is closed

View when app is open

If your inhaler is within range of your
smartphone within 15 minutes of an inhaler
event, you will get a notification confirming
that the event has been received by the app
(see Figure F).
• You can manage notifications within
Notification Settings in the app
Notifications must be enabled in order to receive
alerts and reminders when the app is closed.

Illustrated here with ProAir Digihaler but also applies
for AirDuo Digihaler and ArmonAir Digihaler.

Figure F

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• Do not increase your dose or take extra doses of PROAIR DIGIHALER without first talking to your
healthcare provider

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• Do not stop using ARMONAIR DIGIHALER, even if you are feeling better, unless your healthcare provider tells
you to. If you miss a dose of ARMONAIR DIGIHALER, just skip that dose. Take your next dose at your usual time.
Do not take 2 doses at 1 time.
• AIRDUO DIGIHALER and ARMONAIR DIGIHALER can cause serious side effects, including:
○ Fungal infection in your mouth or throat (thrush). Rinse your mouth with water without swallowing after
using AIRDUO DIGIHALER or ARMONAIR DIGIHALER to help reduce your chance of getting thrush.
○ Weakened immune system and increased chance of getting infections (immunosuppression). You
should avoid exposure to chickenpox and measles, and, if exposed, tell your healthcare provider right away.
Worsening of existing tuberculosis fungal, bacterial, viral, or parasitic infections, or herpes infection of the
eye (ocular herpes simplex) may occur.
○ Reduced adrenal function. This can happen when you stop taking an oral corticosteroid (such as
prednisone) and start taking a medicine containing an ICS (such as AIRDUO DIGIHALER or ARMONAIR
DIGIHALER). During this transition period, when your body is under stress such as from fever, trauma (such
as a car accident), infection, or surgery, adrenal insufficiency can get worse and may cause death. Symptoms
of adrenal insufficiency include:
○ feeling tired
○ Weakness
○ low blood pressure
○ lack of energy
○ nausea and vomiting
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Feedback and Notifications (continued)
Tapping the Data navigation icon at the bottom of the Home Screen will
display data from your inhaler events.
• Event data for all registered inhalers will be presented together if they
were scanned into the app
• Selecting a specific inhaler will show you a screen with your inhaler
events for the past 7 days, past 30 days, week, or month
○ For AirDuo Digihaler and ArmonAir Digihaler: You will also see the
anticipated number of events based on how often the medication
is taken (twice daily)
• Tapping on a specific day, from either the weekly or monthly view, will
give you a breakdown of your inhalations for that day. Events will be
listed in order from the first to the last, and are presented in different
colored dots based on the inhalation category (see Figure G
and below)
○ For ProAir Digihaler: You will see the events categorized by both
color and size. The size of the dots will increase or decrease based
on the inhalation category
○ For AirDuo Digihaler and ArmonAir Digihaler: You will see the
current time settings of your reminders
Events are categorized by:
• Good inhalation (More than 45 L/min)
• Fair inhalation (30 to 45 L/min)
• Low (Less than 30 L/min) or No inhalation recorded within 1 minute
of cap open
• Exhalation
• Possible Air Vent Block
It is possible that your inhalation notification may not show up
immediately due to wireless transmission interruptions or other issues.
You may need to open the app to see notifications.
You must inhale your dose within 1 minute of opening the cap.
If nothing happens within 1 minute of opening the cap, it will be
recorded as Low (less than 30 L/min) or No Inhalation.

Figure G

Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Feedback and Notifications (continued)
View when app is closed

View when app is open

You will get a pop-up notification if the app
detects that 6 or more of your last 12 inhaler
events for all scanned inhalers are not
categorized as (see Figure H):
• Good Inhalation (More than 45 L/min)
• Fair Inhalation (30 to 45 L/min)
Tapping on the notification will take you to
“Digihaler Basics” to view instructions which
may help you improve future inhalations.
You will not get this notification if your last
inhalation was categorized as “Good Inhalation”
or “Fair Inhalation.”

Figure H

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• Get medical help right away if PROAIR DIGIHALER no longer helps your symptoms, your symptoms
get worse or you need to use your inhaler more often

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• For AIRDUO DIGIHALER, there may be sudden breathing problems immediately after inhaling your
medicine. If you have sudden breathing problems immediately after inhaling your medicine, stop using
AIRDUO DIGIHALER and call your healthcare provider right away.
• Serious allergic reactions. Stop using AIRDUO DIGIHALER or ARMONAIR DIGIHALER and call your
healthcare provider or get emergency medical care if you get any of the following symptoms of a serious
allergic reaction:
○ rash
○ hives
○ swelling of your face, mouth, and tongue
○ breathing problems
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Feedback and Notifications (continued)
View when app is closed

View when app is open

You will get a pop-up notification if there have
been more than 12 ProAir Digihaler events
recorded in one day (see Figure I).
• Serious and potentially fatal side effects can
occur with too much use of this medication
You will be encouraged to contact your
healthcare provider if you are still
having symptoms.
You can tap the in-app notification to review the
details of your recent events.

Figure
Figure X
I

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• While you are using PROAIR DIGIHALER, do not use other inhaled rescue medicines and asthma
medicines unless your healthcare provider tells you to do so

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• AIRDUO DIGIHALER can also cause additional serious side effects, including:
○ Effects on the heart
○ increased blood pressure
○ a fast or irregular heartbeat
○ chest pain
○ Effects on the nervous system
○ Tremor
○ nervousness
• AIRDUO DIGIHALER and ARMONAIR DIGIHALER can cause:
○ Bone thinning or weakness (osteoporosis)
○ Slowed growth in children. A child’s growth should be checked often.
○ Eye problems including glaucoma and cataracts. You should have regular eye exams while using
AIRDUO DIGIHALER or ARMONAIR DIGIHALER.
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Feedback and Notifications (continued)
View when app is closed

View when app is open

You will get a pop-up notification if there
have been more than 2 AirDuo Digihaler or
ArmonAir Digihaler events recorded in one
day (see Figure J).
You can tap the in-app notification to
review the details of your recent events.

Illustrated here with AirDuo Digihaler
but also applies for ArmonAir Digihaler.

Figure J

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• PROAIR DIGIHALER may cause serious side effects, including:
○ worsening trouble breathing, coughing and wheezing (paradoxical bronchospasm). If this happens,
stop using PROAIR DIGIHALER and call your healthcare provider or get emergency help right away.
This is more likely to happen with your first use of a new asthma inhalation medicine
○ heart problems, including faster heart rate and higher blood pressure
○ possible death in people with asthma who use too much PROAIR DIGIHALER
○ allergic reactions. Call your healthcare provider right away if you have the following symptoms of an
allergic reaction:
○ itchy skin
○ swelling beneath your skin or in your throat
○ rash
○ worsening trouble breathing
○ changes in laboratory blood values (sugar, potassium)

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
○ For AIRDUO DIGIHALER, changes may occur in laboratory blood values (sugar, potassium, certain
types of white blood cells)
○ For ARMONAIR DIGIHALER increased wheezing (bronchospasm) may occur. Increased wheezing can
happen right away after using ARMONAIR DIGIHALER. If this occurs, stop using ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
and call your healthcare provider. Always have a rescue inhaler with you to treat sudden wheezing.
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Feedback and Notifications (continued)
View when app is closed

View when app is open

You will get a pop-up notification to check the
dose counter on your inhaler when a refill might
be needed (see Figure K).
If you have more than 1 inhaler in this state,
the notification will not show an inhaler name.

Illustrated here with ProAir Digihaler but also applies
for AirDuo Digihaler and ArmonAir Digihaler.

Figure K

If your notifications seem inconsistent with your usage, or if you are having
difficulties seeing notifications, contact Customer Support at 1-888-603-0788

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• The most common side effects of PROAIR DIGIHALER include:
○ urinary tract infection
○ back pain
○ body aches and pain ○ your heart feels like it is
pounding or racing (palpitations)
○ upset stomach
○ chest pain
○ sinus headache

○
○
○
○

fast heart rate
shakiness
nervousness
headache

○ dizziness
○ sore throat
○ runny nose

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• Common side effects of AIRDUO DIGIHALER and ARMONAIR DIGIHALER include:
○ thrush in your mouth or throat. Rinse your mouth with water without swallowing after use to help
prevent this.
○ Headache
○ cough
• Additionally, AIRDUO DIGIHALER has common side effects of:
○ back pain
○ infection of nose and throat (nasopharyngitis)
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Other Notifications and Digihaler App Capabilities
• The Digihaler app has the following in-app capabilities:
○ Create Report: Create your own Digihaler report and bring it to your next healthcare provider visit
○ Self-Assessment: Use the Daily Self-Assessment tool to help track how you feel over time
○ Digihalers: Make sure you bring your inhaler(s) within range of your smartphone regularly
to capture your inhaler events in the app
○ Environment: Access real-time environment and weather information available for your location
• System Messages: These messages remind you of things you may need to do, including checking your
dose counter and Internet connection
• Banners: These messages may appear in a blue bar at the top of the Home Screen, including
○ Turn on Bluetooth to Connect Digihalers
○ Your Phone’s Clock Is Not Synced
○ Turn on Location Services
• Inhaler Connectivity: These messages will appear to inform you about your inhaler’s connection
to your app

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• These are not all of the possible side effects of PROAIR DIGIHALER. For more information, ask your
healthcare provider or pharmacist

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• ARMONAIR DIGIHALER has common side effects of:
○ upper respiratory tract infection
○ infection or inflammation of nose and throat (nasopharyngitis)
• These are not all the possible side effects of AIRDUO DIGIHALER and ARMONAIR DIGIHALER.
Call your healthcare provider for medical advice about side effects.
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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How to Share Digihaler Reports
• Tap on the “Share”
icon in the top right
of the Data Screen to
create a PDF report
(see Figure L)
• You will be given the
option to add your name
and/or date of birth to
the Report Cover page.
If you choose to skip this
step, the report will not
include this information
• Select the way you want
to share your report.
Your options are via text,
email, or AirDrop®

Figure L

Figure M

• The report will consist of 3 main sections:
○ Cover page: This page defines the different types of inhaler events and how inhalation airflow
is measured. You can also see the Approved Uses, initial Important Safety Information, and link to
Prescribing Information for all scanned inhalers
○ Important Safety Information pages: These pages provide Important Safety Information and links
to Prescribing Information for all scanned inhalers
○ Report data page(s): These pages contain the actual reports of your inhaler events (see Figure M).
Each page displays 3 months of data for your healthcare provider or caregiver to view
• Remember, these reports are not intended for self-diagnosing purposes, but you can review them
with your healthcare provider, if desired. Make sure you bring your inhaler within range of your smartphone
to see the full details of your inhaler events each day
• There is no evidence the use of the app leads to improved clinical outcomes, including safety
and effectiveness

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR PROAIR DIGIHALER
• You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA.
Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION FOR AIRDUO DIGIHALER AND
ARMONAIR DIGIHALER
• You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA.
Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088.
Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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Important Notes About the Inhalers in the Digihaler Family
If you are having trouble setting up your Digihaler app, go to www.digihaler.com, or call Teva at
1-888-603-0788 for assistance.
It is possible that your inhalation notification may not show up immediately due to wireless transmission
interruptions or other issues.
You may need to open the app to see notifications.
Do not bring your inhaler(s) into an MRI or CT/X-ray scan room.
Do not expose your inhaler to other known sources of electromagnetic interference (such as diathermy and
RF ID systems). Your inhaler can be taken through standard security systems, such as metal detectors.
The electronic module complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following 2 conditions:

(1) The electronic module may not cause harmful interference, and
(2) The electronic module must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause

undesired operation.
Changes or modifications to the electronic module not expressly approved by Teva could void the user’s
authority to operate the equipment.
IP22 (protected against solid objects over 12.5 mm and direct sprays of water up to 15° from the vertical).
The Digihaler Bluetooth signal is discoverable, so inhaler ID (for example, Teva Inhaler) may be viewable by
other mobile devices nearby. However, your inhaler use data is only sent to mobile devices that have been
authenticated through the QR code.

SAFETY:
• IEC 60601-1:2005 + AMD 1:2012
• IEC 60601-1-11:2015

ELECTROMAGNETIC
COMPATIBILITY:
•
•
•
•

IEC 60601-1-2:2014
ETSI EN 301 489-17 V2.2.1
ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2
47 CFR Part 15 FCC 15 Class B

• ANSI C63.27™/D2.1
• CISPR 11 Group 1 Class B
• CISPR 22 - Class B, 1-6 GHz

Immunity Test

IEC 60601 Test Level

Compliance Level

Electrostatic Discharge
(ESD)
IEC 61000-4-2:2009

± 8kV Contact
± 15 kV Air

± 8kV Contact
± 15 kV Air

Radiated, radio-frequency,
electromagnetic field
immunity test
IEC 61000-4-3:2006 +
A1:2008+A2:2010

80-2700MHz :10 V/m, 80% AM, 1 kHz
385MHz :27 V/m, PM, 18Hz
450MHz :28 V/m, FM+/-5kHz dev, 1 kHz
710, 745, 780MHz :9 V/m, PM, 217 Hz
810, 870, 930MHz :28 V/m, PM, 18Hz
1720, 1845, 1970MHz :28 V/m, PM, 217 Hz
2450MHz :28 V/m, PM, 217 Hz
5240, 5500, 5785MHz :9 V/m, PM, 217 Hz

80-2700MHz :10 V/m, 80% AM, 1 kHz
385MHz :27 V/m, PM, 18Hz
450MHz :28 V/m, FM+/-5kHz dev, 1 kHz
710, 745, 780MHz :9 V/m, PM, 217 Hz
810, 870, 930MHz :28 V/m, PM, 18Hz
1720, 1845, 1970MHz :28 V/m, PM, 217 Hz
2450MHz :28 V/m, PM, 217 Hz
5240, 5500, 5785MHz :9 V/m, PM, 217 Hz

Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of
such marks by Teva is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions.
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.
AirDrop and iPhone are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
©2020 Teva Respiratory, LLC; All rights reserved.
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Please see Important Safety Information for all products throughout.
Click here for full Prescribing Information: ProAir Digihaler, AirDuo Digihaler, and ArmonAir Digihaler.
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